Residential Training - ENTranCE for Judges 2021

EU Competition Policy in Digital Markets

20 - 22 May 2021

Refectory - Badia Fiesolana, Via dei Roccettini 9 - San Domenico di Fiesole (Fiesole, Florence)

Pier Luigi Parcu | European University Institute

Programme

20 May

Economics of Digital Markets

09.00 - 09.15 Welcome
    Renaud Dehousse | EUI, President

09.15 - 09.30 Overview of ENTraNCE for Judges 2021
    Pier Luigi Parcu | EUI, FSR Media & FCP Director

09.30 - 11.00 Definition of the relevant market in dual and multi-sided platforms
    Pier Luigi Parcu | EUI

11.00 - 11.30 Coffee break

11.30 - 13.00 Online platforms and market power
    Nicolas Petit | EUI

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

14.00 - 15.30 Theories of harm in digital markets
    Elena Argentesi | University of Bologna

15.30 - 16.00 Coffee break

16.00 - 17.30 Group exercise
    Speakers of the day

17.30 - 19.00 Welcome cocktail
**21 May**  
**Recent Developments in Competition Law Enforcement in Digital Markets**

09.00 - 10.30  Algorithms: collusion and price discrimination  
**Giacomo Calzolari** | EUI

10.30 - 11.00  Coffee break

11.00 - 12.30  Exclusionary conducts by dominant online platforms  
**Mariateresa Maggiolino** | Bocconi University

12.30 - 13.30  Lunch

13.30 - 15.00  Exploitative conducts by dominant online platforms  
**Marco Botta** | EUI

15.30 - 16.00  Coffee break

16.00 - 17.00  Group exercise  
Speakers of the day

17.00 - 19.00  Coaching (optional)  
**Pier Luigi Parcu** | EUI  
**Giorgio Monti** | EUI and Tilburg University

20.00 - 22.00  Dinner

**22 May**  
**The Role of National Courts**

09.00 - 10.30  Challenges faced by administrative courts in reviewing the NCA decisions in digital markets  
**Giorgio Monti** | EUI and Tilburg University

10.30 - 11.00  Coffee break

11.00 - 12.30  Damages estimation in cases involving digital markets  
**Frank Maier-Rigaud** | ABC economics

12.30 - 13.30  Lunch